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Title: Arthur J Carroll Photo Only Collection

Identifier/Call Number: SDASM.SC.20049

Physical Description: 15 Photographic Prints

Date (bulk): bulk

Language of Material: English

Abstract: Photographic Prints that have been digitized and placed on the DAMS and Flickr. They have been assigned a 09 Series Number.

Abstract: These images are from AL-20, AL-22 and a photo special collection. They belonged to Art Carroll, who worked for Fokker during the company's early years.

Physical Description: Photographic Prints that have been digitized and placed on the DAMS and Flickr. They have been assigned a 09 Series Number.

Biographical / Historical
They belonged to Art Carroll, who worked for Fokker during the company's early years. Also see AL-20, AL-22.

Conditions Governing Access
The collection is open to research. Some restrictions may apply.

Immediate Source of Acquisition
This collection was donated to the Museum.

Series I: Photographs.

Physical Description: Photographic Prints that have been digitized and placed on the DAMS and Flickr. They have been assigned a 09 Series Number.